
Founding - 1860 

Dual Federalism I 



What is Federalism? 
“A way of organizing a nation so that two or more levels of 
government have formal authority over the same area and 
people. A system of shared powers between units of 
government.” 

●  For example, Texas has formal authority over its people, 
however the federal government still has jurisdiction to 
pass national laws that affect them 

●  Federal government ways of working are also known as 
intergovernmental relations, referring to interactions 
among national, state, and local government. 

●  Opposite of unitary governments, where all power is 
central 



What is Dual Federalism? 
“The national government and the states remain supreme within 
their own spheres. The national government is responsible for 
some policies, the states for others. For example, the national 
government has exclusive control over foreign and military 
policy, the postal system, and monetary policy. States have 
exclusive control over schools, law enforcement, and road 
building.” 

●  This means that the federal and state governments have 
distinct obligations. 

●  Belief that powers of the national government should be 
interpreted narrowly (only those in the Constitution), with 
the remaining tasks going to the states 

●  The Constitution does not have explicit powers of states, 
but Article 1, Section 10 emphasized what states cannot do, 
which was corrected through the Tenth Amendment. 



Dual Federalism (cont.) 
Dual federalism is composed of four essential parts: 

1.  The national government rules by enumerated 

powers only; listed in the Constitution.  

2.  The national government has a limited set of 

constitutional purposes 

3.  Each government unit -- nation and state -- is 

sovereign within its sphere.  

4.  The relationship between nation and states is 

best characterized by tension rather than 

cooperation.  

	

 



Powers 
Enumerated Powers: 
●  “Powers of the federal 

government that are 
specifically addressed 
in the Constitution; for 
Congress, including the 
powers listed in the 
Article I, Section 8. For 
example, to coin money, 
regulate its value, and 
impose taxes”  

●  Supported limiting 
Congress 

 
 

 

 

Elastic clause/ 
Necessary and Proper 

Clause/ Implied Powers: 
●  “Powers of the federal 

government that go 
beyond those enumerated 
in the Constitution, in 
accordance with the 
statement in the 
Constitution that 
Congress has the power to 
“make all laws necessary 
and proper for carrying 
into execution” the 
enumerated powers.” 

●  Supported increased 
Congress’ powers 

    States Rights: 
●  Very important in dual 

federalism. States have 
the rights not specified 
to the national 
government within the 
Constitution. The belief 
that a wall separates 
nation from the states 



How did this originate? 
●  In 1787, the Constitutional Convention was held to draft a Constitution to replace the Articles of 

Confederation, based on federalism instead of a unitary system in order to strengthen the national 
government. 

Why not a central government?  

1. Loyalty to state governments was so strong that proposal to reject state ruling would have led to the 
Constitution being rejected.  

2. It would have been too difficult to have a central government, so federalism was the practical 
alternative 

●  Although the Constitution does not explicitly delineate state powers, the state still has power over 
various policies and how to manage the state and local governments. 

●  The national powers were checked by the Bill of Rights 

 



Court Cases 
Since powers of the federal government were only limited to those in the Constitution, many disputes were 

resolved about federalism in these Supreme Court Cases. 

●  McCulloch v. Maryland (1819): Maryland passed legislation to impose taxes to James W. 

McCulloch and he refused to pay taxes. The court ruled that necessary and proper clause meant 

Congress had implied powers that were appropriate to exercise enumerated powers. This court 

case settled the question of national supremacy and set the idea that national and state 

governments were equal partners with separate and distinct spheres of authority.  



Court Cases (cont.) 

The estate was represented by the executor, John Sanford. The court ruled in favor of Sanford because the court 

stated that slaves were not full citizens of the U.S. Legislation within the constitution was invalid due to this 

“fact” and Dred Scott was returned to slavery.  

Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857): 

Dred Scott sued John 

Emerson (a slave owner’s) 

estate for detaining Dred 

Scott. He was the owner of 

Dred Scott in Missouri, but the 

two moved to Illinois where 

slavery was not allowed.  



●  Gibbons v. Ogden (1827): New York passed a law giving a monopoly of steamship travel to a 

group of investors, while Congress granted New Jersey rights to the same waters. Thomas 

Gibbons who was not part of the New York steamship law wanted to do business with them as 

well, however, he was denied. The Supreme Court ruled that the federal government could 

regulate commerce within the borders of a state.  

 

Court Cases (cont.) 



Court Cases (cont.) 
Chisholm v. Georgia (1793): was a case in which the 

executive of Robert Farquhar (an estate) sued the 

state of Georgia for supposed debt he held for 

supplying the Revolutionary War, however, 

Georgia stated that the U.S supreme court holds 

no jurisdiction over the case and that the federal 

government has no power over state government. 

The court allowed citizens of one state to sue 

citizens from other states, granted federal courts to 

hear disputes between private citizens and states, 

and led to the 11th amendment.  



Court Cases (cont.) 
●  Prigg v. Pennsylvania (1842): Edward Prigg was a professional slave catcher hired to find and 

capture Margaret Morgan who was an alleged slave that fled to Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania charged 

Prigg with a felony for removing a black person from a state to be kept a slave, because he and his 

friends abducted Morgan. Prigg appealed to the supreme court and said Pennsylvania violated the 

Constitution. Pennsylvania law unconstitutional as a denial of both the right of slaveholders to 

recover their slaves under Article 1V and the Federal Fugitive Slave Laws of 1793.The laws did as 

the Court had suggested and prohibited state officials from interfering with runaway slaves in any 

capacity. Runaways could not be caught or incarcerated by state action, cases could not be heard in 

state courts, and no assistance could be offered by state officials to those wishing to recapture 

slaves. The Fugitive Slave Act still stood, but only federal agents could enforce it. This is known as 

the anti-commandeering doctrine. 



Court Cases (cont.) 
●  Barron v. Baltimore (1833): Maryland resident, John 

Barron sued Baltimore due to the city passing an 

adjustment of water flow law which ended up cutting off 

water to his property. This court case deals with “eminent 

domain” where government can repossess property owned 

by citizens for the intent of public use. The case promoted 

dual federalism due to the 5th amendment being broken 

because of a state law, as the court ruled that the Bill of 

Rights did not restrict state governments.  

 



Legislation 
 

New Jersey Plan 
●  proposal at the Constitutional Convention that called for equal 

representation of each state in Congress 
Virginia Plan 
●  proposal at the Constitutional Convention that called for 

representation of each state in Congress; bicameral legislature 
Connecticut Compromise 
●  Compromise that established 2 house of Congress (House of 

Representatives, Senate) 
⅗ Compromise 
●  Slaves count as ⅗ of a person to determine representation 

 



Legislation (cont.) 
Missouri Compromise 
●  Missouri admitted as slave state; Maine as a free state 
●  Slavery prohibited in Louisiana Purchase north of 36’30 latitude, except Missouri  

 
Northwest Ordinance  
●  Process of admitted new states into the Union ; forbade slavery 
●  Led to Ohio River being the informal boundary between free and slave states 

 
Fugitive Slave Law 
●  Mandated that states to which escaped slaves fled were obligated to return them to 

their masters upon discovery and persons who helped runaways to criminal sanctions 
 



Legislation (cont.) 
Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions 
●  Virginia and Kentucky declared Alien and Sedition Acts(restrict public activists of political radicals who sympathized 

with French Revolution and criticized Adams’ federalist policies) unconstitutional  
 
Wilmot Proviso  
●  Ban slavery in territory acquired from Mexico in Mexican War 

 
Kansas Nebraska Act  
●  Allowed people in territories of Kansas and Nebraska to decide to have slavery or not 
●  Repealed Missouri Compromise  

 
Nullification Crisis 
●  Showdown between President Andrew Jackson and the South Carolina legislature, which declared the 1832 tariff 

null and void in the state and threatened secession if the federal government tried to collect duties 
●  Resolved by a compromise negotiated by Henry Clay in 1833 

 
Compromise Tariff of 1833 
●  Lower protective tariff over 10 years 



Impact on Federalism: 
 ●  Connecticut Compromise, NJ Plan, VA Plan, ⅗ Compromise: states have a greater voice in the national 

government by having representatives in the Congress 

●  Missouri Compromise: States are for the compromise, but when it was ruled unconstitutional it created an issue 
between the state and central government. 

●  Nullification Crisis: South Carolina ruled the tariff of 1832 unconstitutional, but the federal government would not 
allow that. Thus, Clay formed a Compromise that reveals equality between the two 

●  Northwest Ordinance: Created a method of admitting new states, essentially giving the states less power because 
there would be a larger overall number of states 

●  Fugitive Slave Law: Showed that the states held power because the Union states did not follow the South’s  federal 
law  

●  Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions: Took power away from the federal government because of the idea that states 
could rule laws unconstitutional since states ratified the constitution 

●  Wilmot Proviso: takes away state power because states do not have a voice to have slaves or not 

●  Kansas Nebraska Act: States of Kansas and Nebraska have a degree of sovereignty because they can decide for 
or against slavery within their borders  

●  Compromise of 1833: Balanced state and federal government because the Tariff was lowered and would be paid 
by the states, appeasing both  

 

 



Executive Action 

●  Andrew Jackson’s appointment of Roger B. Taney for Supreme Court Chief Justice 

○  Saw States and the National government as equal 

○  Challenged Supremacy Clause and John Marshall's beliefs on how the Constitution is the highest/
supreme law in the United States 

○  Made room for state interests in interstate commerce regulation (originally reserved for the federal 
government only) 

vs 

Louisiana Purchase 

Doubled the United State’s size 

Dispersed the State’s rights to do certain things → the states lost 
some of their power 

NOT in the Constitution → violated the agreement between states 
and the government  



Impact on Federalism: 
●  Jackson / Taney 

○  Gave the states more power + rights → expanded the states’ power during his term 

○  Developed “Police Powers” doctrine - the power of the states to regulate affairs concerning 
health, safety, welfare, and morals of their citizens. 
 

●  Louisiana Purchase 

○  States lost certain rights against the national government  

○  Expanded Executive power + weakened states  

○  Creates a conflict between the state and federal government  



Constitutional Amendments 
●  10th Amendment: “The powers not delegated to the United Stated by the 

Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States 
respectively, or to the people.” 

●  States + the People gave the federal government power 

●  Powers not listed for government are the State + the People’s 

●  Federal government has the powers in the Constitution 

●  ADVOCATED STATES’ RIGHTS 



Constitutional Amendments 
●  11th Amendment: “The Judicial power of the United States shall not be 

constructed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted 
against one of the United States by Citizens of another State, or by Citizens 
or Subjects of any Foreign State.” 

●  Deals with a state’s sovereign immunity (ability for a state to not get sued)  

●  Cannot sue a state without its consent 

●  Exceptions: 

○  When a private party sues a state officer/worker 

○  When a private party feels that they were denied their rights from the Constitution/federal law 
or in cases of bankruptcy 

○  Other states, the federal government, and a state’s agency can sue 



Cultural and Societal Changes 
●  Ideological	shi-s:	people	advocated	a	lot	more	in	

support	of	states’	rights	-	the	idea	that	states	are	
en9tled	to	a	certain	amount	of	self-government,	free	
of	federal	government	interven9on.	

●  Perpetuated	the	belief	that	infringing	on	the	spheres	
le-	to	state	government	violates	the	states’	
cons9tu9onal	rights	(10th	amendment).	

●  It	represented	the	preven9on	of	domina9ng	power	
by	one	level	of	the	government	trading	off	with	
another.	

●  Popular	southern	view,	which	believed	the	
government	should	not	interfere	with	their	race	
rela9ons	

●  Led	to	Civil	War	tensions	



DUAL 
FEDERALISM CAKE! 
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Dual Federalism II 
(1860-1930) 



Dual Federalism 
•A shift from the federal government and the state government sharing power to 
the federal government taking some of that power for itself over the course of 70 
years. 

•Resulted from the government’s fear of another Civil War 

 



Abraham Lincoln and Federalism 

•Strong federalist 

•Believed south had no right to secede and upheld unpopular federal law 

•Strengthened federal government in response to war time, such as suspension of Habeas Corpus (1863) 



Later Presidents and Federalism 

•Not as federalist as Lincoln, but still leaned generally more towards federal rights 

•Progressive era brought a lot more federal mandate on commerce 

•In the progressive era, a movement away from dual Federalism towards cooperative Federalism began, where states 
rights and federal rights became less separated 



Federal Action In Commerce 

• Interstate Commerce Commission Act (1877)- Created to regulate the actions of certain monopolies 
and railroad industries; Congress gained increased power in the regulation of commerce and trade. 

•Sherman Anti-Trust Act (1890)-The first measure passed by Congress to stop trusts and limit 
monopolies; This act signaled an even larger change in regulation of commerce and the economy for 
the national government. 

•Munn v. Illinois (1877)-Ruled that states could regulate railroads; Gave less power to national 
government. 

 

 



Cont. 
•Pacific Railroad v. Illinois (1886)-Overturned Munn v. Illinois; Gave more power to the national 
government. 

•Keating Owen Act (1916)-First federal case against child labor practices and stated that goods made by 
children could not be transported through interstate commerce; later declared unconstitutional using the 
10th amendment as states has the right to regulate themselves 

 



Federal Action in Equality 

13th Amendment- abolished slavery and involuntary servitude 

14th Amendment- provides that no state shall deny to any person within its jurisdiction “the equal protection of the 
laws” 

15th Amendment- protects the rights of all citizens to vote regardless of race, color, or previous condition of servitude 

•Bradwell v. Illinois (1873)- Challenged narrow interpretation of 14th amendment, was denied keeping segregation a 
state issue 

•Plessy v. Ferguson (1896)- Upheld segregation under the concept of “separate but equal” 

 



Other Federal Actions 
•Morrill Act (1862)-Provided land grants to states to fund the building of colleges; One of the first types of 
welfare that the national government was actively involved in; Opened more opportunity for farmers and 
lower class workers to receive a college education 

•Gitlow v. New York (1922)- The court ruled that the first amendment did apply to states though states 

could forbid speech or press in concern for the public; Gave more power to the State Government  
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CAKE!!! 

●  The cake is divided into two sections with Kit Kat bars 
creating an equal sign in the middle to represent the 
theme of “separate but equal” between blacks and 
whites 

●  The monster candles represent children and how child 
labor laws were dealt with in both the Keating Owen Act 
and the court case Hammer v. Dagenhart 

●  The railroad border around the cake represents the 
Wabash, St. Louis, and Pacific Railroad v. Illinois court 
case which limited the rights of states to control 
interstate commerce 

●  The two gummy bears on a frosted cookie represent 
Woodrow Wilson and Roosevelt and their two 
contrasting ideas of New Nationalism and New Freedom 

●  The cookie building represents a big business and it has 
an “X” on it to symbolize the Sherman Anti-Trust Act and 
how it outlawed monopolistic practices 

●  The cake has two layers to represent the separation 
between national and state government 



Cooperative Federalism 



Cooperative Federalism 
★	Definition: A system of government in which powers and policy assignments 

are shared between states and the national government 
 
★	Time Period: 1930-1960 
 
★	federal and state governments interact cooperatively to resolve issues, rather 

than creating policies separately 
★	Progressive Era, Great Depression, New Deal, WWII 



Major Court  Cases 
★	Powell v Alabama (1932) 

■  Scottsboro Boys- 9 African American boys accused of sexual assault 
■  Alabama’s criminal conviction was overruled because it wasn’t fair trial 

●  14th and 6th Amendment violations 
■  Progress in making Bill of Rights binding on state governments 

★	National Labor Relations Board v. Jones and Laughlin Steel Co. (1937) 
■  NLRB accuses company of unfair labor practices (including firing employees 

based on union affiliation) 
■  Asserted that Congress could regulate activities affecting interstate commerce 



Court  Cases cont . 
★	Watkins v. U.S (1957) 

■  John Watkins was questioned by the House of Reps. Committee on Un- 
American Activities and refused to give names of individuals involved in the 
Communist Party 

■  Congress’s investigative powers has limits; there is nothing in the 
Constitution that allows exposing an individual’s private affairs 

★	United States v Darby Lumber Co.(1941) 
■  Upheld the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 
■  Congress was allowed to regulate interstate commerce and employment 

conditions 
■  Overturned Hammer v. Dagenhart 



Court  Cases cont . 
★	Korematsu v United States (1944) 

■  FDR passed executive order placing people of Japanese ancestry in 
internment camps 

■  Korematsu claimed the Japanese were being discriminated by race 
■  Ruled Japanese internment camps were constitutional because protection of 

the country was placed above individual rights 
★	Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka (1954) 

■  Supreme Court declared state laws establishing segregation under “separate 
but equal” to be unconstitutional because it violated the Equal Protection 
clause of the 14th amendment 

■  Overturned Plessy v. Ferguson 
■  Caused renewal of ideal of idea of “nullification” by states 



Legislation 

● ★	Smoot-Hawley Tariff/ Tariff Act of 1930- The act was intended to protect the businesses and 

● farmers of America by raising import duties 

●  ★ 	Davis-Bacon Act of 1931- Law that required contractors to pay laborers the local prevailing 
wages for similar work in that area 

● ★	Norris-La Guardia Act of 1932- Employees who join labor unions cannot be issued an injunction. 

● Yellow-dog contracts were banned. 

● ★	Revenue Act of 1932-The act wanted to increase the tax rates in order to stabilize the U.S. federal 

● budget 

● ★	Blaine Act of 1933- Began the process to revoke the Eighteenth Amendment 



Legislation cont . 
★ 	Fair Labor Standards Act (1938)- a federal law that established minimum wage, 44 weekly work hours, 

overtime pay, and prohibited most child labor 
 
★ 	McCarran-Ferguson Act of 1945- Prohibits the federal government from regulating the business of 

insurance while authority is given to the states. 
 
★ 	Civil Rights Act of 1957-  First time the federal government passed a civil rights legislation since 1875. 

This act increased the protection of  minority voting rights and created the Civil Rights Division in the 
Department of Justice. 

 
★ 	National Defense Education Act of 1958- Proposed by Congress to meet demands for national security 

needs as a result of the Soviet Union’s lead advantage in the space race. People were provided with 
economic aid, loans, and financial support for specialized education in foreign languages and science. 

 
★ 	Civil Rights Act of 1960- Dealt with discrimination against a minority’s right to vote by allowing federal 

inspection. 



Executive Act ion 
Franklin D. Roosevelt 

★ 	Federal Emergency Relief Administration 
○  Established many emergency relief programs to provide recovery and relief from the 

Great Depression 
○  State assistance for unemployed and their families 

★ 	Public Works Administration 
○  Several billion dollars budget for construction of public works to provide employment, 

improve public welfare, and stabilize purchasing power 
★ 	Civil Works Administration 

○  Employed many people 
○  Built bridges, schools, hospitals, airports, parks, playgrounds 
○  Repair and construction of highways and roads 

★ 	GI Bill 
○  Provided veterans of WWII funds for college education, unemployment insurance, and 

housing 
○  The topic of education was thought to be state or local responsibility 
○  Roosevelt passing the GI bill = example of cooperative federalism 



Executive Act ion cont . 
Harry Truman 
★ 	Proposed his 21 Points Plan/Fair Deal (Sep 1945) 

○  Series of proposed actions in economic development and social welfare 
○  Employment Act of 1946 

■  Lay the responsibility of economic stability of inflation and unemployment onto the federal 
government 

Dwight Eisenhower 
★ 	National Defense Education Act 

○  Provided funding to improve American schools and to promote postsecondary education 
★ 	Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 (National Interstate and Defense Highways Act) 

○  Eliminate unsafe roads, inefficient routes, traffic jams and all of the other issues in the way of 
and safe transcontinental travel 

○  The construction of an elaborate expressway system of essential to the national interest (the 
Interstate Highway System) 

○  Joint federal and state project- specifies the cost and sharing of funds 
■  Partnership between the national and state governments (shared the cost) 

○  Before this era, states and cities were responsible for building roads 

speedy 



What? 
★ 	The 20th Amendment sets an end date to the terms of the prior president and vice president on 

January 3, and the new President begins his term. 

★ 	states that if the President dies, the Vice President shall become President 

Why? 

★ 	Back when the constitution was made, communication was very slow. It was expected to take a 

while for the new president to come into office. As technology advanced, the lame duck period was 

not beneficial, and actually did more harm to the government, as neither the new president or the old 

president could make changes. 

How? 

★ 	This amendment took power away from the Federal government, by limiting the time between 

presidential terms, as well as determining what happens if the president dies. 

20th Amendment 



21st Amendment 

What? 

★ 	The 21st amendment repealed the 18th amendment that prohibited the sale of alcohol, and granted 

the states the right to regulate the distribution and use of alcohol within that particular state. 
 

Why? 

★ 	The states could determine how strict they wanted their rules on the distribution and use of alcohol, 

which benefited the states if one state supported prohibition more than another. 
 

How? 

★ 	This amendment granted the states more power to regulate commerce and personal affairs. 



22nd Amendment 

What? 
 
★ 	The 22nd Amendment set term limits for the President of the United States 
★ 	States that no person shall be elected to be the President of the United States more than twice 
★ 	No person who has already held office- or acted as the president of the United States- for more than 

two years of a term shall be elected President more than once. 
Why? 
 
★ 	Wanted to eliminate the chance of one person ruling for too long 

How? 
 
★ 	This amendment limits the power of the federal government by limiting the amount of terms a 

President can have. 



23rd Amendment 

What? 
 
★ 	The 23rd amendment gives residents of Washington DC the right to vote for representatives in the 

Electoral College, which is what elects the President. 
Why? 
 
★ 	This amendment was added in order to fix the issue of the people living in the Washington, D.C. not 

having a voice in the government 
How? 
 
★ 	This amendment gives power to the federal government, as Congress decides how electors are 

chosen, and gave Washington D.C. the right to vote. 



Cultural & Societal Changes 

★ 	(1930s) The Great Depression: Changed the perspective of Federalism. When FDR took office, he 
implemented many programs to aid Americans. The prevalent growth of federal spending on 
programs made society question how much money the federal government was willing to spend to 
have a say in state affairs. This distracted society from the more important issue regarding the 
extent of power that the national government should be capable of possessing. 

 
★ 	(1939-1945 {WWII}) (1950-1953 {Korean War}) Wartime: The U.S. became involved in many 

global affairs through war, strengthening the federal government’s control on industries and 
manufacturing. The government began to regulate what citizens could view and censored wartime 
propaganda. This provided a distorted view for American society and how they viewed the world. 



Cultural & Societal Changes 

★ 	(1950’s) The Civil Rights Act: Following Brown v. Education, the Civil rights Act began to be 
implemented and schools were to be desegregated due to inequality. When Little Rock 9 occurred in 
Arkansas and the mayor disagreed to desegregate the school, President Eisenhower sent National 
guard troops to assess the issue. This incident revealed to the public that segregation had shifted 
from just being a state issue, to being a federal issue as well. (overruling state government) 

 
★		(1960’s) The Great Society: The Federal Government put forth grant-in-aid programs where the 

states had little power. LBJ’s program was the end of cooperative federalism, where the national 
government would provide funds to the states to improve education and poverty issues. 





The Cake 

● ★The marble cake represents cooperative federalism and how the powers of 
the state and federal government mix together and overlap to aid each other 

● ★The rope represents cooperative federalism and how the government wants 
to be “tied” together and work as one 

● ★The large tier is the Federal government, the medium tier is State 
government, and the stars are local government 

● ★The cake personifies America as a whole, as it can be seen as Uncle Sam’s 
hat 



Creative Federalism 
1960-1980 



Creative Federalism 
Definition: 

Federalism emphasizes 
that the federal 
government determines 
the needs of the states 



Executive Action 



Johnson's Great Society: 1964-1965 

Started by Democratic President Lyndon B. Johnson 

Goal: To eliminate poverty and racial injustice 

Major spending projects addressed education, medical care, 
urban problems, rural poverty, and transportation issues 



                        Great Society Programs 

Johnson's signing of the Social Security Act (1965) provided the funding for both 
Medicare and Medicaid 

Medicare: Federal health insurance program that provided federal funding for 
the medical costs of older americans 

Medicaid: Federal health care program that assists low income families or 
individuals in paying for long term medical costs 



Great Society cont. War on Poverty 

Equal Opportunity Act of 1964 established the: 

-  Community Action Program 

-  Jobs Corps 

-  Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA) 

Office of Economic Opportunity was the agency responsible for administering 
most “War on Poverty” programs created during Johnson’s administration  



Environmental Protection Agency  

Federal agency for the 
protection of human health 
and the environment by 
writing and enforcing 
regulations based on laws 
passed by Congress  

Proposed by Richard Nixon, 
began operating on 
December 2, 1970 after 
Nixon signed an executive 
order, was directed by Scott 
Pruitt 



Nixon's Resignation 
President Nixon was impeached for high crimes and misdemeanor related to 
the “Watergate Scandal” he was found convicted of obstruction of justice 
(Smoking Gun Tape), abuse of power, and contempt of congress 

Nixon resigned on August 9, 1974 before potentially being formally removed 
from office  

Effects federalism because the federal government impeached the president 
that the states voted for 

 



Legislation 



Civil Rights 

Civil Rights Act of 1960: 

●  Established federal inspection of polls to prevent discrimination 

Civil Rights Act of 1964: 

●  Outlawed discrimination in voting, schools, employment and public facilities 



Civil Rights 

Voting Rights Act of 1965 

●  Enforced voter discrimination laws 

Fair Housing Act of 1968 

●  Prevents discrimination when buying a house 



Environmental Conservation 

Laws related to Nixon’s EPA 

●  Clean Air Act 

●  Water Quality Act 

●  Endangered Species Preservation Act 

●  Resource Conservation Act 

●  Toxic Substances Act 



Other Laws 

Highway Safety Act 

●  Allows federal government to administer safety standards for vehicles and 
regulate traffic safely 

Fair Packaging and Label Act 

●  FDA Requires food labels to be truthful about content 



Supreme Court Cases 



Cases 

Edwards v South Carolina (1963) 

●  Nonviolent protesters were arrested by South Carolina 

●  States are required to uphold first amendment 

Gray v. Sanders (1963) 

●  Challenged county system for primaries 

●  State elections had to fairly represent people “one person one vote” 



Cases 

Malloy v. Hogan (1964) 

●  Illegal gambling convict was jailed without trial 

●  States had to uphold 5th amendment rights, and all Bill of Rights (14th) 

Roe v. Wade (1973) 

●  Ruled that a woman had a right to medical processes concerning her body 

●  States could not outlaw abortion 



Cases 

Loving v. Virginia (1967) 

●  Interracial marriage laws were declared unconstitutional under the Equal 
Protection clause 

Boynton v. Virginia (1960) 

●  Freedom of religion frees people from praying under another faith 

●  States cannot force prayer in schools 



Cases 

U.S. v. Nixon (1974) 

●  President could not curb due process 

●  Checked power of the executive 

Baker v. Carr (1960) 

●  Federal courts could intervene in redistricting cases 



Amendments 



Amendments 

23rd: Granted electors to the District of Columbia 

●  Weakened relative power of states  

24th: Eliminated poll tax 

●  Protected voting rights 

●  Lessened the states’ say in who could vote 



Amendments 

26th: Lowered voting age 

●  Lessened the states’ say in who could vote 



Grants 



Grants-in-aid 

●  Federal funds appointed by congress for distribution to state and local 
governments that serve as an instrument in which the national government 
both aids and influences states and localities. 

●  Amount spent on federal grants has grown rapidly since the 1960s 



Grant System 

●  The national government can rarely give direct orders to the states, so it 
uses a more indirect approach – attaching conditions to grants. 

●  Common “strings that are attached: 

○  Federal funds do not go to purposes that discriminate. 

○  Federal funds do not go to construction projects that pay below minimum wage. 

○  Federal funds do not go construction projects that are harmful to the environment 

 



Crossover Sanctions 

Using federal dollars in one program to influence state and local policy in 
another. 

●  Funds for highway construction were withheld unless states raised the 
drinking age to 21, or established highway beautification programs. 



Crosscutting Requirements 

●  Occurs when a condition on one federal grant is extended to all activities 
supported by federal funds, regardless of their source. 

●  Title IV of civil rights act of 1964 bars discrimination in the use of federal 
funds. 

●  Example: 

○  If a university were to discriminate in one program, it would lose all of its federal funding in 
every program 



CAKEEEEEEE!!!!! 

-  As we began the chapter of Federalism, the powers were equally divided up 
between the national government and the states but in our era as time goes 
on you see the national government take more control and take some of the 
states powers. 

-  Hence the beginning ½ and ½ split then the bottom half is a ¾ and ¼ split 
because of the national government taking control. 

-  The cluster of people represents the togetherness in the civil rights 
movement. 

-  The man with a gun symbolizes the important event of JFK assassination.  



CAKEEEEEEE pt.2 



DEVOLUTION     (1980-2001) 



What is Devolution?  
●  Devolution is the transferring responsibility for policies from the 

federal government to the state and local governments  

 

●  What is federalism? Federalism is the federal principles or 
system of government  



Devolution Era 1980- 2001 

●  Reagan became president in 1980 and wanted to return power 
to state especially after the “New Deal” that Roosevelt had 
made giving a lot of power to the federal government. He 
decided to spend more on defense,  Social Security , and 
increase tax cuts. Reagan gave money in block grants- “New 
Federalism.”  

 

●  During this era, the states didn’t have to consult the federal 
government on what they spend. Less restriction to powers.  



Devolution (Cont.) 

●  The federal government became less directly involved in managing revenue; instead, the federal 
government began giving out block grants to states to use on a wide range of community services. This 
way, the states had more control over their local programs. It was a better way of “solving problems”. 

  

●  Newt Gingrich was the political advocate in 1995-86 during the 104th congress who  prioritized block 
grants.       

       
  

●   Medicaid, food stamps, and welfare enhanced opportunities for flexible action, especially by state 
governments.       

       
   

●  Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act(1991): Created a block grant that gave states more 
freedom and mobility in planning their surface transportation networks. 



Devolution(Cont.) 
●  Like all bold presidential initiatives, the New Federalism had it ups and downs.  Nixon’s Family 

Assistance Plan never gained momentum .  His revenue sharing proposal had to be increased before 
passing in Congress. The Community Development Block Grant initiative was authorized in the 
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 and remains a federal program used today in urban 
planning 

 

●  States consequently became more involved in creating job opportunities for their people 

 

●  The states required that people became more active in searching for jobs and make efforts such as 
child support and community activities before attempting to qualify for benefits. 

 

●  The Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunities Reconciliation Act of 1996, created Temporary 
Assistance for Needy Families(TANF) which were temporary welfare benefits. It called for a work-first 
approach to move people of of welfare programs as soon as possible. 

 

 

 



Devolution- so how does the federal 
branch benefit?  
 

●  States provide welfare the knowledge that Congress was 
counting on anti-poverty spending” 

●  TANF program Strings attached: head of family must work or 
lose benefit; lifetime benefits limited to 5 years; unmarried 
mother < 18 only receive $ if she stay sin school and live with 
adult; immigrants ineligible for 5 years 



Court Cases 
Webster vs. Reproductive Health Services 
1989  

●  Abortion laws were made stricter  

●  Public employees and public 
facilities were not to be used in 
performing or assisting abortions 
unecessary to save the mother’s 
life  

●  Encouragement and counseling to 
have abortions was prohibited  

●  Physicians to perform viability tests 
on women  

 

 

How does this relate to federalism?  

-  States are able to make their own 
laws on abortion, which decreases 
the power congress has in 
controlling state laws  



Court Cases 
Garcia vs. Metropolitan Transit Authority 
1985 How did this relate to federalism? 

-  States had power to require a 
minimum wage and overtime pay 
to workers.  

-  Affected devolution because it 
granted states more power that 
was the government's before.  

●  The San Antonio Metropolitan Transit 
Authority said was exempt from the 
minimum-wage requirements  

●  Samta argued that it was providing a 
“traditional” government function, which 
exempted it from federal controls. Joe 
Garcia, an employee of Samta, brought 
suit for overtime pay under Fair Labor 
Standards Act.   



Court Cases 
Seminole Tribe vs. Florida  
1996 ●  Congress passes the Indian 

Gaming Regulatory Act, forcing 
states to negotiate with the local 
Indian tribes about gambling  

●  Ruling -- congress can’t impose a 
duty on the states to negotiate with 
indian tribes because states have 
“sovereign immunity”  

●  What is Sovereign Immunity?  

○  A legal doctrine by which a state 
(sovereign)  cannot commit a 
legal wrong and is immune from 
civil suit or criminal prosecution   

How does this relate to federalism?  

-  States have more power over 
regulating own business 

-  States have “sovereign immunity” 
that allows them to deny requests 
from the federal government  



Court Cases 
U.S. vs. Lopez 
1996 ●  Alfonzo Lopez charged when he 

brought a gun to school in San 
Antonio, Texas  

●  The court ruled in favor of him 
because they said that Congress 
can’t regulate guns on public 
school property and that its under 
the state’s authority.  

●  Congress doesn’t have authority to 
regulate guns within 1,000 feet 
from the public school because 
only STATEs have the authority  

How does this relate to federalism?  

-  Congress doesn’t have the right of 
some gun laws because the states 
overrule them  



Court Cases 
Florida Prepaid vs. College Savings Bank 
1999  ●  Case brought up an interesting 

debate  

●  Can Congress change patent laws 
to affect state immunity?  

○  No -- Congress can’t change 
patent laws to affect state 
sovereign immunity 

 

How does this relate to federalism?  

-  Congress lacks authority under 
commerce clause and patent clause to 
eliminate sovereign immunity because 
Congress cannot manipulate the state's’ 
decision on laws to admit federal control  

 



Court Cases 
South Dakota v. Dole 
1987 
 
 

●  Drinking age went up in the states in 
order to get federal funding 

●  Federal government allowed to use 
spending power to influence state policy 
for the public welfare 

●  This 1987 Supreme Court case held that 
Congress is allowed to attach 
"strings" (conditions of aid) to money 
given to states 

 

●  Conditions of aid are a major tool of 
fiscal federalism(a concept of federalism 
where funding is appropriated by the 
federal government to the states with 
specific conditions attached. The 
legislation can be in the form of 
mandates 

 



Amendments 

11th Amendment 

-  States cannot be sued in federal courts and in state courts 
based on the federal law 

10th Amendment 

-  Any Rights not specifically delegated to power in constitution is 
passed on to states. 

27th amendment 

-  prohibits any law that increases or decreases the salary of 
members Congress from taking effect until the start of the next 
set of terms of office for Representatives.   

-  It was ratified in 1992 as an amendment of the constitution. 

-  Restricted federal government power.   

 

 



 
Acts/Programs 
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act - 1995 

-  This took away the mandates that weren’t paid for- states 
could manage money more efficiently. 

Personal Responsibility and work opportunity Reconciliation 
Act - 1996  

-  More jobs for poor- helped move welfare recipients into the  
workforce.  

Temporary Assistance  for Needy Families Act - 1997 

-  The social welfare main power was given to states.  

 



Acts/ Programs 
No Child Left Behind - 2001 

-  The Act required states to develop assessments in basic skills.  

-  Angered the states because they believe it was their job to 
make decisions in schools.  

Patriot Act- 2001  

-  Response to 9/11 attack. Signed into law by George W. Bush 
to provide the appropriate tools required to intercept and 
obstruct terrorism. 

-  End of the devolution era 

Americans with disabilities act 

-  A civil rights law that prohibits discrimination against individuals 
with disabilities in all areas.  

-  The federal government would create a standard and the 
states would have to enforce it and distribute relief funds.  



Acts/Programs 

Welfare Reform Act(1995) 

-  Stated that a person must work in order to obtain temporary 
welfare benefits. Also established temporary assistance to 
needy families block grant. 

 



Cultural Impacts 
Work participation rates are at historic highs, particularly in states 
that had already been reforming welfare under federal waivers. 

Michigan attempted to reduce the number of families on welfare t 
zero with “Project Zero” by getting rid of the federal time restraints 
and using  state funds beyond the 5-year limit. 

Texas deviated from the public assistance through its anti-fraud 
efforts and more “up front” requirements for cash aid. 

Single mothers with kids saw an increase in employment from 50 
pervent to 62 percent between 1995 and 1999.A dult caregivers 
participated in state work reached nearly 40 percent in 1999. 

 



Cake!!!! 

Symbolism: 

●  The tree- branches of government. They are bent because 
they are weighed down. 

●  The “leaves”-( states) that are the oversized leaves weighing 
down the federal government powers 

●  The middle brown layer= the soil of the tree that represents the 
low income class. They are the priority and lifeblood of the 
devolution era.  




